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Abstract
Generalized zero-shot learning aims to recognize images
from seen and unseen domains. Recent methods focus on
learning a unified semantic-aligned visual representation
to transfer knowledge between two domains, while ignor-
ing the effect of semantic-free visual representation in al-
leviating the biased recognition problem. In this paper,
we propose a novel Domain-aware Visual Bias Eliminating
(DVBE) network that constructs two complementary visual
representations, i.e., semantic-free and semantic-aligned,
to treat seen and unseen domains separately. Specifically,
we explore cross-attentive second-order visual statistics to
compact the semantic-free representation, and design an
adaptive margin Softmax to maximize inter-class diver-
gences. Thus, the semantic-free representation becomes
discriminative enough to not only predict seen class accu-
rately but also filter out unseen images, i.e., domain detec-
tion, based on the predicted class entropy. For unseen im-
ages, we automatically search an optimal semantic-visual
alignment architecture, rather than manual designs, to pre-
dict unseen classes. With accurate domain detection, the bi-
ased recognition problem towards the seen domain is signif-
icantly reduced. Experiments on five benchmarks for clas-
sification and segmentation show that DVBE outperforms
existing methods by averaged 5.7% improvement.
1. Introduction
Deep learning has made great progress in many vision
tasks, such as image classification [16, 28, 29, 54, 55, 62],
object detection [22, 38], and semantic segmentation [6, 60,
61]. However, these remarkable technologies depend heav-
ily on large-scale data of various classes, and it is infea-
sible to annotate them all. As a consequence, generalized
zero-shot learning (GZSL) has attracted increasing atten-
tion, which can recognize images from either seen or un-
seen classes.
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Figure 1. The inference framework of DVBE. Due to the weak
discrimination of semantic-aligned visual representation, DVBE
constructs an extra semantic-free visual representation to improve
seen class prediction and filter out unseen images correctly.
A general paradigm of GZSL is to align the visual im-
ages and semantic labels, e.g., category attributes [12], in
a joint semantic space, where the recognition becomes a
nearest neighbor searching problem [46, 49, 63]. In the
joint space, semantic embeddings and visual representa-
tions are treated as class anchors and input queries, respec-
tively [1, 9]. However, the provided semantic labels are usu-
ally not discriminative [9, 37, 63], some of which are much
similar, e.g., 0.75 cosine similarity between “Tiger” and
“Leopard” in Figure 1. Thus, after semantic-visual align-
ment, the inter-class divergence between visual representa-
tions is inevitably weakened, which further results in the
biased recognition problem [9, 10, 41], i.e., unseen images
tend to be recognized as seen classes.
To address the above issue, recent methods [1, 5, 24, 41,
63, 64] focus on enlarging the visual representation discrim-
ination. For example, SP-AEN [5] preserves the discrimi-
native visual topology by reconstructing visual representa-
tions back to images. DLFZRL [41] factorizes an image
representation into several latent components to improve
model generalization. AREN [51] and VSE [63] explore
part-based embeddings to capture detailed visual clues. Al-
though being effective, the visual representations of these
methods are ultimately aligned with semantic labels for
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knowledge transfer. Therefore, they still suffer from de-
graded visual discrimination by semantic-visual alignment.
Different from the previous methods, we consider learn-
ing an extra semantic-free visual representation in GZSL.
Supervised with only class labels, the highly discrimina-
tive semantic-free representation can not only improve seen
class prediction but also filter out unseen images based
on seen class prediction entropy, i.e., domain detection, as
shown in Figure 1, though it cannot be transferred to the un-
seen domain. Once the domain detection is accurate, the fil-
tered unseen images can be recognized in the domain-aware
searching space, thereby alleviating the biased recognition
problem.
Based on the above discussion, we propose a novel
Domain-aware Visual Bias Eliminating (DVBE) network to
construct two complementary visual representations, which
are semantic-free and semantic-aligned, respectively. Ex-
plicitly, DVBE focuses on two main problems: a) how
to boost the discrimination of semantic-free representation
to improve domain detection accuracy; and b) how to de-
sign the semantic-visual alignment architecture for robust
knowledge transfer. To this end, DVBE consists of two
sub-modules, i.e., adaptive margin second-order embed-
ding (AMSE), and auto-searched semantic-visual embed-
ding (autoS2V), as shown in Figure 2.
With only seen domain training data, AMSE targets to
learn a semantic-free representation that is discriminative
enough to classify seen images and filter out unseen im-
ages correctly. To this end, AMSE explores second-order
visual statistics to capture subtle inter-class differences. To
reduce the trivial information in high-dimensional second-
order representations, a cross-attentive channel interaction
is designed along both spatial and channel dimensions. Be-
sides, adaptive margin constraints are imposed between de-
cision boundaries of different classes to maximize the inter-
class discrepancy. Consequently, AMSE significantly re-
duces the entropy of predicted seen class scores for seen
domain images. Thus, unseen images of relatively high en-
tropy can be correctly filtered out via an entropy-based de-
tector. For the filtered unseen images, autoS2V is proposed
to automatically search an optimal semantic-visual architec-
ture via continuous architecture relaxation [30], which can
produce robust semantic-aligned representation. Compared
with manual designs [1, 63], autoS2V is more flexible in
bridging the semantic-visual gap.
Experiments on object classification (averaged 4.3% im-
provement on CUB [45], AWA2 [47], aPY [12], and SUN
[36]) and semantic segmentation (11% improvement on
Pascal VOC [11]) prove the effectiveness of DVBE. Our
contributions can be summarized by:
• We propose a novel Domain-aware Visual Bias Elimi-
nating network that constructs two complementary vi-
sual representations, i.e., semantic-free and semantic-
aligned, to tackle respective seen and unseen domains
for unbiased GZSL.
• An adaptive margin second-order embedding is devel-
oped to generate highly discriminative semantic-free
representation, which can improve seen class predic-
tion and filter out unseen images accurately.
• An auto-searched semantic-visual embedding is de-
signed to automatically search an optimal semantic-
visual architecture for robust knowledge transfer.
2. Related Works
A general paradigm of GZSL is to align image repre-
sentations and extra semantic information in a joint embed-
ding space [5, 18, 52, 63]. The commonly used seman-
tic information is within manually annotated category at-
tributes [12, 35], word2vec [14, 59], and text descriptions
[23]. Under this paradigm, the biased recognition prob-
lem [9, 10, 31, 41], i.e., unseen images tend to be rec-
ognized as seen classes, is a major obstacle. One of the
main reasons is that the provided semantic labels are usually
not discriminative [9, 25, 63], which make the semantic-
aligned visual representations from two domains hard to
distinguish. To enlarge the visual discrimination, previous
methods [33, 47, 63] replace the embedding space, spanned
by semantic labels, with the high dimensional visual space.
This prevents a few semantic embeddings of the seen do-
main from being nearest neighbors for most of the image
samples [1]. Later, the auto-encoder architecture is widely
adopted [20, 41] to preserve discriminative latent informa-
tion. For example, SP-AEN [5] reconstructs visual rep-
resentations back to images to retain the visual topology.
PSR-ZSL [1] defines explicit semantic relations, i.e., dis-
similar, similar, and identical, during semantic reconstruc-
tion, and DLFZRL [41] exploits auto-encoder to factorize
an image into several latent features and fuse them into a
generalized one. Furthermore, to improve the description
ability of visual representations, part-based embeddings are
used in [51, 63, 64]. By automatically localizing informa-
tive regions, they can capture a lot of important local clues
to improve semantic-aligned representations, which achieve
robust knowledge transfer.
Recently, generative methods [13, 21, 34, 40, 48, 50] ob-
tain impressive results by training powerful GANs [15] in
the seen domain and directly generate massive unseen vi-
sual features from the semantic labels. This allows them to
train a fully supervised classifier for two domains, which is
robust to the biased recognition problem. In this paper, our
focus is embedding-based GZSL, which requires no extra
synthetic training data and complex training processing.
Although being effective, a commonality of the above
embedding-based methods is that their visual representa-
tions are finally aligned with semantic labels for knowl-
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Figure 2. The training framework of DVBE with detailed implementation. GAP is global average pooling, and DVBE is trained with only
seen domain data.
edge transfer, which are inevitably affected by the weak
semantic discrimination. Differently, the proposed DVBE
explores the totally semantic-free visual representation and
find it can alleviate the biased recognition problem. No-
tably, COSMO [2] is the most similar work to us, which
is also based on domain detection. However, COSMO fo-
cuses on designing an elaborate domain detector to improve
domain detection. Differently, DVBE emphasizes on learn-
ing a discriminative semantic-free representation via AMSE
to improve domain detection, and adopts a simple entropy-
based detector for end-to-end training. The experiments
show that our DVBE is superior to COSMO.
3. Domain-aware Visual Bias Eliminating
Generalized zero-shot learning aims to recognize im-
ages from seen and unseen domains. Formally, we define
the seen domain data as S = {xs, ys,as|xs ∈ Xs, ys ∈
Ys,as ∈ As}, where xs is the backbone feature for an im-
age, ys is the class label, and as denotes the semantic label,
such as class attributes or text descriptions. Similarly, the
unseen domain data is defined as U = {xu, yu,au|xu ∈
Xu, yu ∈ Yu,au ∈ Au}, where Ys∩Yu = φ. Trained with
seen domain data S, GZSL targets to recognize a sample
from ether Xs or Xu.
A general paradigm of GZSL is to learn a semantic-
visual space by minimizing:
Ls2v =
∑
x∈Xs
d(fv(x), g(ay)), (1)
where y is the class label for sample x, and ay is the cor-
responding semantic label for class y. fv(·) and g(·) are
the visual and semantic embedding functions to project x
and ay into the joint embedding space. The metric function
d(·, ·) measures the distance between fv(x) and g(ay), e.g.,
cosine distance [1]. Based on an assumption that seen
and unseen domains share the same semantic space, the
semantic-visual alignment inferred from Xs and As can
be directly transferred to Xu and Au. Thus, the inference
of GZSL becomes a nearest neighbor searching problem
which can be defined by:
yˆ = arg min
y∈Ys∪Yu
d(fv(x), g(ay)), (2)
where x ∈ Xs ∪ Xu, and yˆ is the predicted class.
Although the semantic-visual alignment constructed by
fv(·) and g(·) can be adapted to U , the visual discrimination
of fv(x) is disturbed by the semantic labels. For example, if
two categories have much similar semantic labels, the visual
representations of images belonging to these two categories
are also hard to distinguish, due to semantic-visual align-
ment in Eq. (1). Unfortunately, the provided semantic labels
usually have a small inter-class difference between two do-
mains [63], which makes the semantic-aligned fv(xs) and
fv(xu) hard to distinguish and fv(xu) tend to be matched
with as.
3.1. Formulation
To tackle the above issues, we propose a novel Domain-
aware Visual Bias Eliminating (DVBE) network. Besides
the semantic-aligned visual representation fv(x) in Eq. (2),
we introduce an extra semantic-free visual representation
fd(x) that is trained on {xs, ys}. Although fd(x) cannot
be transferred to predict unseen classes without semantic
relations, it can filter out the unseen images based on seen
class prediction entropy, which enables fv(x) to focus on
inferring the unseen classes. Based on the above discussion,
we converts Eq. (2) to:
yˆ =

argmax
y∈Ys
Cy(fd(x)) if H(C(fd(x)) 6 τ,
arg min
y∈Yu
d(fv(x), g(a(y)) else,
(3)
where fd(x) and fv(x) are semantic-free and semantic-
aligned embedding functions, respectively. C is a |Ys|-way
classifier. H(·) measures the entropy of predicted scores
of fd(x). Notably, a higher entropy denotes that the input
image is more likely from the unseen domain, vice versa.
In this paper, an image is regarded to be from the unseen
domain once its entropy is higher than τ .
As only S is available for training, we target to make
fd(x) discriminative enough to produce a low entropy for
most xs, thus many of the unseen images can be filtered out
with relatively high entropy in Eq. (3). Notably, those cor-
rectly filtered unseen images xu are treated with domain-
aware recognition in the searching space Yu by Eq. (3).
Under this scheme, DVBE focuses on tackling two main
problems: a) how to design fd(·) that is highly discrimi-
native for seen classes; and b) how to design {fv(·), g(·)}
that can bridge the semantic-visual gap for correct unseen
class prediction. Based on the above two problems, DVBE
consists of two sub-modules, i.e., Adaptive Margin Second-
order Embedding and Auto-searched Semantic-Visual Em-
bedding. Detailed architecture is shown in Figure 2.
3.2. Adaptive Margin Second-order Embedding
The previous works [2, 43] have shown that the out-of-
distribution images can be filtered by applying an entropy-
based detector once the visual representation is discrimi-
native enough for the in-distribution classes. Therefore, we
target to improve the visual discrimination of fd(x) to boost
the domain detection in Eq. (3). To this end, an Adaptive
Margin Second-order Embedding (AMSE) is developed by
exploring discriminative second-order visual statistics and
adaptive margin constraints.
Define the input feature as x ∈ RW×H×C , where W ,
H , and C are the width, height, and channels, respectively.
For the convenience of bilinear operation, we reshape the
feature x ∈ RW×H×C to x ∈ RN×C , where N =W ×H .
Based on the feature x, AMSE is proposed based on the
well-known bilinear pooling [27]:
xbp = x⊗ x, (4)
where ⊗ denotes the local pairwise interaction along chan-
nel by xbp =
∑N
n=1 x
>
nxn, and bilinear description x
bp
need be reshaped to a feature vector for the classifier. How-
ever, besides the informative elements, the noisy elements
in x are also magnified by ⊗ operator, e.g., a noisy feature
element will be interacted with all other elements.
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Figure 3. A toy comparison between different Softmax strategies.
To reduce the negative effect of noisy features in Eq. (4),
a cross-attentive channel interaction is designed to generate
a compact representation fd(x) by:
fd(x) = [f
s
att(x2) x1]⊗ [f catt(x1) x2], (5)
where x1 = f1rd(x) and x2 = f
2
rd(x) are two reduction
layers to project x into different compressed sub-spaces
RN×D(D  C). fsatt(·) and f catt(·) are proposed to gen-
erate spatial and channel attention maps, respectively. 
is the Hadamard product for element-wise multiplication.
As shown in Figure 2, fsatt(·) and f catt(·) are deployed in a
cross-attentive way to facilitate attention complementarity.
Compared with Eq. (4), the cross-attentive channel inter-
action has two main advantages: a) two different attention
functions can eliminate the trivial elements effectively; and
b) the cross-attentive manner can improve inputs comple-
mentarity.
To further enlarge the discrimination of fd(x), AMSE
then applies an adaptive margin Softmax to maximize the
inter-class differences by:
Lams = −
∑
x∈Xs
log
eλWyfd(x)
eλWyfd(x) +
∑
j∈Ys,j 6=y e
Wjfd(x)
, (6)
where W is the classifier weight, and y is the groundtruth
label. λ ∈ (0, 1] is a margin coefficient. When λ = 1, Lams
is the standard Softmax loss. Differently, Lams imposes a
margin penalty λ between fd(x) is predicted as y and Y \y.
For example, when λ = 0.8, the response between x and
Wy becomes 0.8Wyfd(x), which puts a more strict con-
straint on the inter-class difference to compact samples.
In this work, λ is adaptively calculated according to sam-
ple difficulties by:
λ = e−(py(x)−1)
2/σ2 , (7)
where py(x) is the predicted probability for x belonging
to the class y. Notably, Eq. (7) exactly follows a Gaussian
distribution of mean value of 1 and variance of σ. Whenx is
an easy sample whose py(x) ≈ 1, Lams approximates the
standard Softmax loss with λ ≈ 1. Inversely, for the hard
samples, λ will be small, which indicates a large margin
constraint and more attention on this sample.
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Figure 4. (a) The hand-designed architecture. b) The learned task-
specific architectures from autoS2V for CUB and AWA2, respec-
tively. GC is the graph convolution.
Compared with fixed margin λ in [8], Lams adopts a
non-linear λ in Eq. (7) to emphasize on those hard sam-
ples. This can prevent a model from being corrupted by
a rigorous margin constraint, e.g., applying a large margin
to an easy sample that has been already well-recognized.
A toy comparison under no margin, fixed margin, and adap-
tive margin Softmax is given in Figure 3. Different from the
focal loss [26], Lams utilizes Gaussian margin constraints
between decision boundaries, which is more interpretable.
Finally, Lams enables fd(x) to have a larger inter-class dif-
ference than standard Softmax loss.
By exploring cross-attentive second-order statistics with
adaptive margin Softmax, the semantic-free fd(x) learned
by AMSE has strong visual discrimination for seen classes,
which can improve seen class prediction and filter out the
unseen images correctly in Eq. (3).
3.3. Auto-searched Semantic-Visual Embedding
For the unseen image recognition, we develop an auto-
searched semantic-visual embedding (AutoS2V) to gener-
ate the semantic-aligned visual representation. Following
the general semantic-visual paradigm, AutoS2V consists of
{fv(·), g(·)} by minimizing Ls2v in Eq. (1). In most ex-
isting methods [1, 5], g(·) is designed manually, e.g., two
FC+ReLU layers that is similar to fv(·), as shown in Fig-
ure 4 (a). However, there exists an obvious gap between
visual and semantic signals, e.g., each element in a corre-
sponds to a specific class attribute. Thus, the processing
between g(·) and fv(·) should be different. In contrast to
previous methods, AutoS2V automatically searches an op-
timal architecture for g(·) with task-specific operations, as
shown in Figure 4 (b).
The g(·) is viewed as a directed acyclic graph with sev-
eral nodes, as shown in Figure 2. The input node is omit-
ted for simplification. Each node is connected with all pre-
vious nodes, and operations between two connected nodes
are selected from an operation set O. O contains four type
of operations: (1) fully connection; (2) graph convolution
[19, 44, 53, 58]; (3) skip connection; and (4) none. Notably,
graph convolution is a task-specific operation, which is an
expert in modeling topology relationships among semantic
Table 1. The train and val sets contain seen classes, while the test
set contains unseen classes.
Datasets Attributes |Ys| |Yu| Train Val Test
CUB [45] 312 150 50 7,057 1,764 2,967
AWA2 [47] 85 40 10 23,527 5,882 7,913
aPY [12] 64 20 12 5,932 1,483 7,924
SUN [36] 102 645 72 10,320 2,580 1,440
labels. To search the optimal operation Oi,j between node
i and node j, we relax the choice selection as a softmax
optimization problem, following [30] by:
Oi,j = argmax
c∈O
exp(αci,j)∑
o∈O exp(α
o
i,j)
, (8)
where αci,j is the score for operation c. α = {αci,j} con-
tains all trainable architecture parameters for g(·). Com-
pared with hand designs, the automatically searched g(·)
is more flexible in bridging the semantic-visual gap, which
improves the unseen class prediction.
3.4. Overall
Finally, the overall objective function for DVBE is:
Lall = Ls2v + Lams + γLcet, (9)
where Lcet(fv(x)) is an auxiliary cross-entropy loss to
avoid all fv(x) collapsing into a single point with a control
weight γ. Besides the object classification task, we further
extend the proposed DVBE to the challenging zero-shot se-
mantic segmentation [3]. Detailed illustrations for segmen-
tation and Lcet are given in supplementary material.
4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings
Datasets. For generalized zero-shot classification, four
widely used benchmarks are evaluated, which are Caltech-
USCD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [45], SUN [36], Animals
with Attributes2 (AWA2) [47], and Attribute Pascal and Ya-
hoo (aPY) [12]. All these datasets use the provided cate-
gory attributes as semantic labels. The split of seen/unseen
classes follows the newly proposed settings in [47], which
ensures that unseen classes are strictly unknown in the pre-
trained models. The details about each dataset are listed
in Table 1. For zero-shot semantic segmentation, Pascal
VOC [11] is further evaluated, which follows the setting
in [3] by splitting the 20 classes into 14/6 as seen and
unseen classes. The semantic labels for VOC are gener-
ated by using ‘word2vec’ model [32], which is learned on
Wikipedia corpus and can produce a 300 dimensional de-
scription. During training, the images that contain unseen
class pixels are all removed.
Implementation Details. For classification, the backbone
network is ResNet-101 [17], which is pre-trained on Im-
Table 2. Results of GZSL on four classification benchmarks. Generative methods (GEN) utilizes extra synthetic unseen domain data for
training. Since many previous methods cannot be end-to-end trained, we define DVBE and DVBE* as fixing and finetuning the backbone
weights, respectively. † indicates the prediction ensemble from global and local regions.
Methods CUB [45] AWA2 [47] aPY [12] SUN [36]
MCAu MCAs H MCAu MCAs H MCAu MCAs H MCAu MCAs H
G
E
N
FGN[48] 43.7 57.7 49.7 - - - - - - 42.6 36.6 39.4
SABR-I[37] 55.0 58.7 56.8 30.3 93.9 46.9 - - - 50.7 35.1 41.5
f-VAEGAN-D2[50] 63.2 75.6 68.9 - - - - - - 50.1 37.8 43.1
N
O
N
-G
E
N
CDL[18] 23.5 55.2 32.9 - - - 19.8 48.6 28.1 21.5 34.7 26.5
PSR-ZSL[1] 24.6 54.3 33.9 20.7 73.8 32.2 13.5 51.4 21.4 20.8 37.2 26.7
SP-AEN[5] 34.7 70.6 46.6 23.3 90.9 37.1 13.7 63.4 22.6 24.9 38.6 30.3
DLFZRL[41] - - 37.1 - - 45.1 - - 31.0 - - 24.6
MLSE[9] 22.3 71.6 34.0 23.8 83.2 37.0 12.7 74.3 21.7 20.7 36.4 26.4
TripletLoss[4] 55.8 52.3 53.0 48.5 83.2 61.3 - - - 47.9 30.4 36.8
COSMO[2] 44.4 57.8 50.2 - - - - - - 44.9 37.7 41.0
PREN*[56] 32.5 55.8 43.1 32.4 88.6 47.4 - - - 35.4 27.2 30.8
VSE-S*[63] 33.4 87.5 48.4 41.6 91.3 57.2 24.5 72.0 36.6 - - -
AREN*†[51] 63.2 69.0 66.0 54.7 79.1 64.7 30.0 47.9 36.9 40.3 32.3 35.9
DVBE 53.2 60.2 56.5 63.6 70.8 67.0 32.6 58.3 41.8 45.0 37.2 40.7
DVBE* 64.4 73.2 68.5 62.7 77.5 69.4 37.9 55.9 45.2 44.1 41.6 42.8
ageNet [39]. The rest part of DVBE uses MSRA ran-
dom initializer. For data augmentation, random cropping
of 448 × 448 and horizontal flipping are used. The test-
ing images are cropped from the center part, and averaged
horizontal flipping results are reported. To train the auto-
searched g(·), a two-stage training strategy is adopted. First,
the backbone is fixed, and DVBE is trained by alternately
updating α and the rest model weights. Then, α is fixed, and
the whole DVBE is finetuned end-to-end. The batch size is
24, and the reduction channel is D = 256. The SGD opti-
mizer is used with initial lr = 0.001, momentum=0.9, and
180 training epoch. The hyper-parameter of σ is set to be
0.5 for most cases, and τ will be analyzed later. For seman-
tic segmentation, the backbone network is based on Deeplab
v3+ [7], as well as the data augmentation and optimizer.
Code is available at github.com/mboboGO/DVBE.
Metrics. Similar to [47], the harmonic mean, denoted by
H = (2MCAu ×MCAs)/(MCAu +MCAs), is used to
evaluate the comprehensive performance of a model in two
domains. MCAs and MCAu are the Mean Class Top-1
Accuracy for seen and unseen domains. For semantic seg-
mentation, similar hIoU is defined following [3].
4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Object Classification The results on CUB, AWA2, aPY,
and SUN are given in Table 2. In terms of non-generative
models, the proposed DVBE surpasses them by 2.5%,
4.7%, 8.3%, and 1.8% for CUB, AWA2, aPY, and SUN, re-
spectively. Among the compared methods, AREN obtains
the best performance on most of datasets by aggregating
the results from global and local regions. Compared with
AREN, DVBE only considers global representation and
achieves an averaged 5.6% improvement on four datasets.
Except for AREN, DVBE outperforms other global-based
methods by an averaged 8.5% improvement. Notably, the
impressive performance of DVBE is mainly attributed to the
large improvements in the unseen domain, e.g., 8.0% and
7.9% improvements of MCAu on AWA2 and aPY. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of DVBE in alleviating the
biased recognition problem.
Among these methods, COSMO [2] is the most sim-
ilar work to DVBE with domain detection mechanism.
From Table 2, we can see that the proposed DVBE out-
performs COSMO by 6.3% improvement on CUB and
comparable performance on SUN. After end-to-end train-
ing, VBDE surpasses COSMO by respective 18.3% and
1.8% improvements on CUB and SUN. The main reason
is that AMSE can significantly improve the visual dis-
crimination of semantic-free representation, thereby result-
ing in more accurate domain detection than COSMO. Be-
sides, DVBE adopts a simple entropy-based domain detec-
tor, which makes DVBE end-to-end trainable. Notably, the
relatively small improvement on SUN dataset is because
that each class contains fewer images than other datasets,
which makes it hard to obtain highly discriminative fd(x).
As the generative methods employ the prior unseen se-
mantic labels to generate massive synthetic data, they can
obtain better performance than the existing non-generative
methods. In terms of brand-new f-VAEGAN-D2 [50], we
can observe that DVBE still obtains comparable perfor-
mance without using unseen domain knowledge.
Semantic Segmentation We further evaluate the proposed
method on semantic segmention task, and summarize the
related results in Table 3. The results of SP-AEN are
obtained by extending its public code to ZSL segmenta-
tion. ZS3Net [3] is a newly proposed generative-based
method for zero-shot semantic segmentation, and we use
their reported performance. Impressively, DVBE outper-
forms ZS3Net by a large margin of 11.0% in terms of hIoU.
The reason is that the semantic labels from word2vec con-
Table 3. GZSL results on Pascal-VOC.
Methods Seen Unseen OverPA mIoU PA mIoU hPA hIoU
Devise[14] 89.9 64.3 10.3 2.9 18.5 5.5
SP-AEN[5] 90.5 69.5 15.9 10.5 27.0 18.2
ZS3Net[3] 92.9 69.3 46.7 26.1 62.2 37.9
DVBE 89.7 53.1 60.2 45.4 72.0 48.9
Figure 5. Some results of zero-shot semantic segmentations. The
second and third rows are SP-AEN and DVBE, respectively.
tain more noise than manually annotated labels in classifi-
cation, which makes unseen data synthesis of ZS3Net much
harder. Thus, ZS3Net suffers from serious biased recogni-
tion problem, e.g., a large gap between 26.1% and 69.3%
mIoU in unseen and seen domains. By learning discrimina-
tive semantic-free representation, the domain detection by
DVBE can effectively alleviate biased recognitions. Espe-
cially for the unseen domain, the mIoU of DVBE is higher
than ZS3Net, i.e., 45.4% vs 26.1%. In addition, we visual-
ize some results of DVBE and SP-AEN in Figure 5 to prove
the effectiveness of semantic-free representations1. It can
be seen that, with accurate domain detection, the regions of
unseen classes can be accurately localized by DVBE, and
SP-AEN usually provides biased recognition towards the
seen classes.
4.3. Ablation Studies
In this section, we analyze the effects of different com-
ponents in DVBE. The BaseS2V is a semantic-visual base-
line, which consists of only {fv(·), g(·)} based on Eq (2),
and g(·) is implemented by two layer FC+ReLU. To evalu-
ate the domain detection performance, we regard GZSL as
a binary classification task and define Rs and Ru as the Re-
call in respective seen and unseen domains. For example,
Ru represents the percentage of how many unseen images
are recognized as unseen classes. Some results are reported
in supplementary materials, including attention visualiza-
tion and hyper-parameters evaluation.
Effects of τ . In this work, τ is a critical parameter to divide
seen and unseen images based on the predicted seen class
entropy in Eq. (3). We thus calculate the entropy statis-
tics of seen and unseen domain images of DVBE, and give
1We cannot visualize the results for ZS3Net due to unavailable codes.
Table 4. The effects of semantic-free representation. Base fd(x)
indicates a Conv+ReLU layer. CSE denotes the cross-attentive
second-order embedding. HR is the harmonic mean of Rs and
Ru. The backbone is fixed, and autoS2V is not adopted here.
Modules MCAs MCAu H Rs Ru HR
BaseS2V 62.5 32.8 43.0 89.5 45.8 60.6
+fd(x) 51.9 46.6 49.1 61.4 72.8 66.6
+CSE 56.5 50.3 53.2 70.4 78.7 74.3
+Lams(DVBE) 59.9 50.9 55.0 71.6 80.2 75.7
(a) The entropy distributions of seen and unseen images by DVBE.
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Figure 6. The analysis of domain detection by DVBE.
some analyses about τ . From Figure 6 (a), we can see that
the seen and unseen images from both CUB and AWA2
have separable entropy statistics. Thus, the entropy-based
detector can well separate them apart using an appropriate
threshold of τ . Usually, a higher τ means that DVBE may
regard more unseen images as the seen domain, vice versa.
Thus, different τ has different effects on domain detection.
As shown in Figure 6 (b), when increasing τ , MCAs and
MCAu have opposite changing tendencies. By taking H
into consideration, we set τ to achieve a trade-off between
MCAu and MCAs. Since different datasets have different
category numbers and difficulties, τ is set to be 2.1, 2.1, 1.5,
and 3.9 for respective CUB, AWA2, aPY, and SUN.
Effects of semantic-free visual representation. We then
explore the effects of semantic-free visual representation
in GZSL. Compared with BaseS2V, DVBE learns comple-
mentary semantic-free visual representation fd(x) to pre-
dict seen classes and filter out the unseen images. As shown
in Table 4, by adding the semantic-free fd(x) to BaseS2V,
HR is improved from 60.6% to 66.6%. Notably, HR mea-
sures the domain detection performance of a GZSL model,
thus the improved HR proves that the semantic-free fd(x)
can effectively alleviate the biased recognition problem, and
H is improved from 43.0% to 49.1%. When further improv-
ing the visual discrimination of fd(x) via CSE and Lams,
both HR and H are increasing. Besides, we also visualize
the feature distributions before and after applying AMSE to
Table 5. Analysis of cross-attentive channel interaction on CUB.⊗
fsatt(·) f catt(·) cross MCAs MCAu H
fd(x)
51.9 46.6 49.1√
53.8 48.1 50.8√ √ √
55.1 50.0 52.4√ √ √ √
56.5 50.3 53.2
(c) Semantic-Aligned
(autoS2V)
(b) Backbone features(a) Semantic-Free
(AMSE)
Figure 7. Representation distributions with/without semantics on
AWA2. The dashed circles indicate seen classes.
fd(·) in Figure 7 (a) and (b). It can be seen that AMSE can
significantly improve the visual discrimination of x. Con-
sequently, DVBE outperforms BaseS2V by 12.0% gain.
Cross-attentive channel interaction. We next evaluate the
effects of different components in cross-attentive channel
interaction. As shown in Table 5, using the bilinear pool-
ing operation ⊗ obtains 1.7% improvement of H upon the
base fd(x). Further, by using fsatt(·) and f catt(·) to gener-
ate attentive features, H is improved from 50.8% to 52.4%,
which shows that the redundancy reduction can boost the
visual discrimination of fd(x). Finally, the cross-attentive
manner also brings improvement by enhancing the inputs
complementarity for second-order representation.
Adaptive margin Softmax. We further analyze the effect
of adaptive margin Softmax Lams. As shown in Table 6,
the adaptive margin Softmax obtains a higher performance
than standard and fixed margin Softmax. Specifically, im-
posing a fixed margin on Softmax obtains a lower perfor-
mance than standard Softmax. Different from using a fixed
margin, we adaptively adjust margin λ and achieve the best
performance. In Figure 8, the training curves for different
Softmax strategies show that Lams obtains both fast and
stable convergence.
Auto-searched g(·). We finally demonstrate that using
autoS2V can generate the optimal and task-related archi-
tectures g(·). As shown in Figure 9, the auto-searched
g(·) brings further improvements in terms of MCAu than
hand-designed one, and the auto-searched g(·) for CUB and
AWA2 have different structures in Figure 4. By further
analyzing the obtained architectures, we have the follow-
ing observations: a) the graph convolution, which is used
to explore semantic topology, tends to be used once due
to the over-smoothing problem [19]; and b) two branch
embeddings are preferred, which is similar to the existing
work [41]. After semantic alignment, the visual features
from two domains are associated more tightly for knowl-
Table 6. Evaluations of different Softmax results on CUB.
Methods MCAs MCAu H
Standard Softmax 56.5 50.3 53.2
Fixed Margin Softmax 58.2 47.1 52.1
Adaptive Margin Softmax 59.9 50.9 55.0
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Figure 8. The training curves of different Softmax strategies.
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Figure 9. The improvements obtained by autoS2V on four datasets.
edge transfer, as shown in Figure 7 (b) and (c).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel Domain-aware Vi-
sual Bias Eliminating (DVBE) network to solve the bi-
ased recognition problem in generalized zero-shot learn-
ing (GZSL). Different from previous methods that focus on
semantic-aligned representations, we consider the effect of
semantic-free representation in alleviating the biased recog-
nition by detecting unseen images based on seen class pre-
diction entropy. To further boost the visual discrimination
of semantic-free representations, we develop an adaptive
margin second-order embedding via cross-attentive channel
interaction and adaptive margin Softmax. Besides, we auto-
matically search the optimal semantic-visual architectures
to produce robust semantic-aligned representation. Con-
sequently, by exploring complementary visual representa-
tions, i.e., semantic-free and semantic-aligned, DVBE out-
performs existing methods by a large margin in terms of
both classification and segmentation.
In the future, we target to explore elaborate domain de-
tector to improve DVBE.
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6. Visualized Results of f satt and f catt
Both fsatt(·) and f catt(·) give the improvements based on
feature selections for the proposed DVBE. Some learned
attention cases of fsatt(·) and f catt(·) are given. Specifi-
cally, we visualize the inferred attention maps in Figure 10,
where we find that the spatial attention fsatt(·) focuses on
localizing the foreground region, while the channel atten-
tion f catt(·) tends to localize local part regions. This proves
the effectiveness of complementary feature selections from
differnet attentions.
7. Definition for Lcet
In Eq. 2 of the main text, Lcet is defined by:
Lcet(fv(x)) = −
∑
x∈Xs
log
exp(W 1y∗fv(x))∑
y∈Ys exp(W
1
y fv(x))
, (10)
whereW 1y is classifier weight for y, and y∗ is the truth label.
8. Effects of Varying σ and γ
In Figure 11 (a), we evaluate the effects of different σ.
As illustrated in the Eq. (7), σ is the hyper-parameter of
adaptive margin λ. When σ becomes small, more samples
will have small λ, which results in similar effects with the
fixed margin case in [8]. Inversely, when σ becomes large,
more samples have large λ (≈ 1), which approximates the
standard Softmax. Therefore, as shown in Figure 11, we
find that σ = 0.5 achieves a trade-off, which is suitable for
all experimental datasets.
Since AMSE (Lams) and autoS2V (Ls2v+Lcet) are sep-
arately used with different outputs, they are not sensitive to
loss weight. For autoS2V, we set Ls2v+γLcet, and varying
γ. In Figure 11 (b), increasing γ from 0 to 0.5 will boost
the performance obviously. The reason is that, Lcet can
avoid both visual and semantic embeddings being 0 vec-
tor. When γ > 10, the visual embeddings cannot be well
aligned with semantic labels, and the performance drops.
When γ ∈ [0.5, 10], the performance is stable.
9. Extension To Zero-Shot Semantic Segmen-
tation
Since the proposed Domain-aware Visual Bias Eliminat-
ing (DVBE) network is a robust framework to biased recog-
nition problem, it can be extended to more challenging zero-
shot semantic segmentation [3]. The detailed architecture is
shown in Figure 12. Different from classification, seman-
tic segmentation needs to recognize all pixels separately in
an image under Generalized Zero-Shot Learning (GZSL)
manner. Thus, the original AMSE of Eq. (5) in the main
text should be modified, because ⊗ aggregates spatial fea-
ture vectors into a global one. To this end, we follow [57]
by replacing {f1rd, f2rd} and ⊗ in Eq. (5) with the high-
dimension projections and Hadamard product, which can
approximate second-order interaction at each pixel by:
fd(x) = [f
s
att(x2) x1] [f catt(x1) x2], (11)
where x1 = f1hp(x) and x2 = f
2
hp(x) are two convolution
layers to project x into different high-dimensional space
RN×D1 , where D1  C. Here, fd(x) ∈ RN×D1 . D1
is set to 8192 in the experiment. Finally, the feature vector
at each pixel will be recognized by the classifier to generate
a segmentation map.
10. More Visualized Results of DVBE
Some predicted samples by DVBE for zero-shot seman-
tic segmentations and classification are given in Figure 13
and Figure 14. Specifically, for zero-shot semantic seg-
mentation, the unseen classes include: “Airplane”, “Cow”,
“Cat”, “Motorbike”, “TV”, and “Sofa”. From the results,
it can be seen that the first four unseen classes can be well
segmented, but the segmentations for “TV” and “Sofa” are
dissatisfied. One possible reason is that the shape and ap-
pearance characteristics for the first four classes can be well
described by word2vec [32], but the semantic descriptions
for “TV” and “Sofa” are not good enough. In summary,
the proposed DVBE is an effective framework for zero-shot
learning with good generalization to both classification and
semantic segmentation.
11. Improvement of ASME for Seen Class
Recognition
ASME can significantly improve the feature discrimi-
nation, thus we further evaluate its improvement for seen
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Figure 12. The extension of DVBE to zero-shot semantic segmentation task. The classifier in the AMSE is omitted for simplifying.
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Figure 13. Some results for zero-shot semantic segmentation on Pascal VOC.
class recognition. In Table 7, we use the baseline visual
feature and discriminative fd of AMSE to respectively rec-
ognize seen class samples, under a standard recognition set-
ting. The training loss is standard Softmax, and the domain
of testing sample is known in advance. From the results,
AMSE can significantly improve the visual feature discrim-
ination and obtain obvious gains on four datasets.
12. Conventional ZSL Results
We also give the results of DVBE under conventional
zero-shot setting (CZSL) in Table 8. Under CZSL, only
the unseen domain samples are evaluated. Since the sam-
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Figure 14. Some results for zero-shot recognition on CUB and AWA2. The red boxes indicate the incorrectly recognized cases.
Table 7. Improvement of AMSE for seen class prediction.
Methods CUB AWA2 aPY SUN
Baseline 86.1 93.2 75.7 45.8
AMSE 90.2 96.1 78.3 53.6
Table 8. Conventional zeros-shot learning. The evaluation metric
is MCAu.
Methods CUB SUN AWA2 aPY
FGN[48] 61.5 62.1 - -
SE-ZSL[42] 59.6 63.4 69.2 -
PSR-ZSL[1] 56.0 61.4 63.8 38.4
CDL[18] 54.5 63.6 - 43.0
SP-AEN[5] 55.4 59.2 58.5 24.1
LDF[25] 70.4 - - -
DVBE 74.3 65.7 71.7 41.7
ple domain is known before recognition in CZSL, the im-
provement of DVBE in CZSL is less obvious than that in
GZSL. As we automatically search the optimal architecture
for semantic-visual alignment, DVBE outperforms most of
the previous methods.
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